and find that the oxygen cloud produced from charge exchange is spread out 20 more than H 2 O, whereas the OH cloud is the most confined.
where v bulk is the bulk speed, equal to 720 m s −1 , 1.8× the thermal speed estimated by 
Co-latitude theta is measured from Enceladus's south pole, and θ 0 = 30
• is the plume half- 
We bin and azimuthally average the results to find a 2-D density function, n torus (r, θ)
178
(radius and latitude), through which to introduce ions for charge exchange. This function 179 also determines from where dissociated neutrals are produced. 
Plume model

181
Before describing dissociation and charge exchange within the torus, we address a cal-
182
culation with the purpose of comparing the neutral production near Enceladus with that 183 from the entire torus. In doing so, we prescribe a plume whose density is consistent with
184
Eqs. 1 and 2. In this case, the ambient neutral density can be ignored compared to the 185 neutrals leaving the surface of Enceladus directly.
186
The densities are determined everywhere by imposing integrated flux ( n(r, θ)v(r, θ)dA)
187
and energy (mv 2 /2 − mM E G/r) conservation at a given distance r. The picture can be simplified, however, since most neutrals have at least twice Enceladus's escape velocity.
189
The speeds are thus independent of r in the immediate vicinity of Enceladus. By equating
190
the integrated flux at the surface of Enceladus to the same integral at another distance 191 r > R E , we find a familiar 1/r 2 dependence:
The trailing exponential factor is imposed ad hoc to keep the total plume content finite, consistent with our velocity distribution in the previous section (Eq. 1),
which is normalized such that n(0) = n 0 , where the plume strength n 0 is found to be 197 5.9 × 10 8 cm −3 by integrating n(θ)v bulk over the area spanning the south pole of Enceladus representing the low-and high-speed limits.
214
The initial locations of the ejected OH are determined by the spatial distribution of 215 neutrals in the Enceladus torus (n torus (r, θ), section 2.1.1), and the directions of their 216 release are chosen randomly and isotropically. The molecules orbit Saturn until they are 217 photodissociated and removed from the system.
218
By assuming a volume over which dissociations occur, the number of modeled OH 219 molecules can be scaled to a realistic value. We take the volume to be a torus centered 220 on Enceladus (3.95 R S ), with a minor radius of 1 R S :
For impact dissociation, we then expect a contribution of exchange. This is a key point central to much of our discussion in section 3.
258
Individual ions are followed as they traverse the neutral torus (section 2.1). This ap-
259
proach allows their gyrophase to be determined the instant that charge exchanges occur 260 (see Fig. 1 ). The implicit assumption is that the collision is elastic, and that the neutral 261 product has an initial velocity given by the ion velocity just before the exchange takes 262 place.
263
The ions are introduced into the model from two Maxwellian speed distributions,
with a temperature anisotropy of 
269
For the component of our study aimed at estimating local neutral production (section 
273
Time steps are taken at less than 1% of an ion's gyroperiod:
where R is a random number between 0 and 0.01, T gyro is the ion's gyroperiod (3.6 s for
275
H 2 O + ), B = 325 nT, and q and m are the charge and mass, respectively, of the reacting ion.
276
Such resolution is necessary in order to capture the significance of the energy dependence 277 at low relative speeds. After each time step, the collision frequency ν is calculated from
where n(r, θ) is the local H 2 O density (section 2.1), v rel is the relative velocity between it is neglectable (appendix A).
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As with OH produced by dissociation (section 2.2.1), neutrals produced by charge ex- 
Results
In the following sections, we present and discuss the neutral clouds resulting from dis-310 sociation and charge exchange in our model. 
317
The velocity dependence of reactions 3a-3c are determined by the details of the reacting 318 species [Johnson, 1990] . Essentially, symmetric charge exchanges have cross sections that 319 increase monotonically with decreasing velocity, whereas cross sections for asymmetric 320 exchange peak and then vanish at low relative speeds. The implication is that symmetric 321 exchanges produce lower velocity neutrals and a more compact neutral cloud than do 322 asymmetric reactions.
323
With symmetric charge exchange, the cross sections go as v rel −1 , so that the collision 324 frequency (nσv) is independent of v, as with reaction 3a, whereas asymmetric exchanges 325 are defined by cross sections (and collision frequencies) which tend rapidly toward zero at 
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The cross sections (10 −16 cm 2 ) used in this paper to study reactions 3a-3c plotted in Reaction 3a :
The shortly.
346
The collision frequencies (nσv) are plotted in Fig. 2b for a given neutral density-in 347 this case for n H 2 O = 10 3 cm −3 . The collision frequency for oxygen increases with relative 348 speed, while it is constant for water, and peaks at low velocities for OH. The significance 349 is that the oxygen cloud tends to be more extended than either the OH or H 2 O clouds.
350
The average collision frequency is also much higher for oxygen (×10) than for either OH
351
or H 2 O, resulting in greater oxygen abundance.
352
The equatorial neutral cloud densities resulting from reactions 3a-3c are plotted in the three species at 20 R S .
364
The effects of low-velocity charge exchange are shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4a , we see that would be affected in a measurable way if instead, the plasma corotates at 26 km s −1 .
379
The H 2 O cloud would be least affected, given that the collision frequency of reaction 3a is 380 independent of speed ( Fig. 2b) , but what about reactions such as 3b and 3c, whose collision abundance. Unfortunately, the differences were less than 10% in both the slope of the 387 distribution and in total oxygen abundance, suggesting that neutral cloud observations 388 are in this way unlikely to predict plasma speeds in the torus. the majority of plasma is produced throughout the neutral torus, rather than near the 410 interaction at Io itself.
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The slopes of the neutral clouds from the plume and torus are most easily compared 412 in Fig. 5b the dissociated neutrals are also bound tightly to the equator, while neutrals from charge 434 exchange tenuously fill the magnetosphere. The particles absorbed by Saturn and its rings are plotted by species and latitude in 526 Fig. 9 . In Fig. 9b , we see that most absorption comes from oxygen (74%), followed by H 2 O 527 (11%), OH (9%), and finally by hydrogen (6%). Absorption is equally divided between
528
Saturn and its rings except in the case of OH, where twice as much falls on Saturn's 529 rings. This is because OH is largely produced by impact dissociation, which creates 530 slower neutrals than does charge exchange, whereby in our model, H 2 O and oxygen arise 531 exclusively.
532
In Fig. 9b , absorption is plotted against Saturn's latitude. Because the model is sym- explanation is that the velocity distribution from which hydrogen is produced is isotropic,
540
whereas that which produces charge-exchanged neutrals is bi-Maxwellian (section 2.2.2).
541
The fluxes shown in abundances by allowing for asymmetric charge exchanges. Thus, it may well be a coinci-554 dence that our models are similar in total abundance. While it may be difficult to compare 555 our total abundances, the slope of our radial density profiles can be contrasted directly 556 because our redistribution mechanisms (charge exchange and dissociation) are similar.
557
Differences are due largely to C10's inclusion of neutral collisions and our prescribing 558 unique velocity-dependent charge exchange for each of the O-, OH-, and H 2 O-producing 559 reactions (reactions 3a-3c).
560
Our neutral clouds are compared with C10 in Fig. 10 . All of our clouds include contri-561 butions from charge exchange, but the H 2 O cloud is mostly comprised of water sourced 562 directly from Enceladus (3.95 R S ), and OH includes the additional source from dissocia-563 tion. In the C10 model, the water molecules were spread due to neutral-neutral collisions, 564 which explains our higher H 2 O densities near Enceladus's orbit (Fig. 10a) . The slope of 565 the oxygen profile agrees best with C10 because their charge exchange cross section most 566 resembles our own (Eq. 16c). Our H 2 O profiles agree less, and our OH slopes, the least, 567 due mainly to the strong effect that neutral collisions have on those more polar molecules. and OH [Teske et al., 2005] than for atomic oxygen [Bondi , 1964] . This helps to further 570 explain our agreement with their oxygen profile since we exclude neutral-neutral collisions 571 from our model altogether. We conclude that neutral-neutral collisions appear to play a 572 less significant role with atomic species, such as oxygen and hydrogen.
573
The column densities (Fig. 10b) second order losses beyond 6 R S , but including them would favorably reduce the oxygen 579 content more than OH and H 2 O (section 3.3), bringing our models into better agreement.
580
Our total H 2 O content is 4× less than C10 found (Fig. 10c) . This is partly because we sections specific to each reaction. Such models should also take into account asymmetric 592 charge exchanges, which affects neutral cloud composition.
593
The reactions modeled in this study were chosen in order to measure the effect of symmetric and asymmetric charge exchange at low velocities. Building upon our find- measurements suggest a range of speeds from 1 to 1.6 km s −1 . In our model, the higher 606 speed increases the range within which dissociation dominates neutral production from 9 607 to 15 R S .
608
Additional findings are:
609
(1.) Charge exchange cross sections that increase steeply at low speeds tend to produce 610 neutral clouds more confined to the orbit of Enceladus, implying the most spreading for 611 oxygen, moderate spreading for H 2 O, and the least for OH (Fig. 3) . Accounting for ejection from its plumes. However, Saturn's neutral clouds are overwhelmingly produced 616 by charge exchange and dissociation occurring throughout the torus (99%), and not near
617
Enceladus itself (Fig. 5) .
618
(3.) We estimate that roughly half of all neutrals escape the system, with the remaining 619 equally divided between absorption by the rings/planet and the neutral clouds (Fig. 8) .
620
Less than 50 kg s −1 is thus ionized and transported out of the system as plasma. This 
665
The Poisson distribution [Zwillinger and Company, 1996; Reif , 1965] gives the probability 666 of suffering exactly n collisions for a given λ:
Notice that Eq. A1 peaks at n = λ if one treats n as a continuous variable. Summing Eq.
668
A1 discretely from n = k to n = ∞ gives the probability of suffering at least k collisions 669 during ∆t,
Because Eq. A1 is normalized (e −λ ∞ n=0 λ n /n! = e −λ e λ = 1), Eq. A2 can be conveniently 671 rewritten as
A random number (0 < N < 1) is compared to each P k at each timestep. The largest k 673 for which P k > N determines how many fast neutrals (collisions), k, are produced during 674 ∆t.
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In practice, it is only necessary to compare to the first few P k when λ 1, made evident 676 by the leading terms in Eq. A2 for k + 1 and k:
Multiple collisions are thus increasingly unlikely when λ 1. In such cases, comparison 
